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A b s t r a c t

Р- and T-invariance violation i s Quantum Chromodynaaics

due to the so called & term i s discussed* I t 1з shown

that irrespectively of how the confinement works there

emerge observable P- and T-odd effects. The proof i s based

ou the assumption that QCD resolves the V(l) problem, i . e .

the mass of the singlet pseudoscalar meson does not vanish

in the chiral limit. We suggest a modification of the ax ion.

scheme which restores the natural P and T invariaaee of

the tneory and c&nnot be ruled out experimentally.
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1« Introduction.

She discovery of instantons*- •'has brought the question

of natural parity conservation in strong interactions *-* J.

I t «as argued that one can add to the standard QC© Iegran-

gian the so called 0 term

where Q^-f i s the gluon f ield strength tensor,

(*A0 &/ЧГ«А $*& a n d /s i s * b * quark-gluon coupling

constant. The & term preservea renormali«ability of the

theory but i s P and T odd.

А тегу specific feature of the extra tern (1) ie that

i t i s a full divergence:

( 2 )

•the coamon wisdom says that total divergences can be safely

omitted from the Lagrangian and that is why the Q tern

evaded attention for some time^J. Ecrever, instanton solu-

tions demonstrate that a total divergence can be meaningful.

Indeed, the term (1) can be transformed into a surface in-

tegral which does not vanish for the instauton solution!

. , ¥ - 0 .



The overwhelming reaction to this observation, is that

the example of the one-inetanton solution does prove CP vio-

lation in the presence of the 9 tera. Oar final result comp-

lies with the conclusion on CP violation so that most of the

readers can, justifiably, loose Interest in the paper at

this point.

Still, there exists an alternative line of reasoning which

calls for further and more thoughtful analysis. The matter

is that nonvanishing surface integral (3)could be an arti-

fact of the dilute instanton gas approximation which ignores

completely the most profound feature of QCD-confinement of

color.

In more detail* the surface integral (3) does not vanish

since the instanton field falls off too slowly at large dis-

tances. This fact is due to the presence of massless gluons

in the original Zagrangian which do not show up,however, in

the physical spectrum.Therefore one might hope that the con-

finement effects would make the surface integral vanish.Such

a viewpoint was strongly advocated by Polyakov ever since the

discovery of the problem.Moreover, the picture does realise

in the Polyakov 2+1 compact electrodynamics
1
*' which exhibits

both asymptotic freedom and confinement: th? & term can be ad-

ded, does not vanish in the one-inetanton approximation but

produces no effect whatsoever in the confining phased-». Л

similar solution within a different context was proposed in

Eef. . Ал attempt is made in this paper to show that large

distance dynamics eliminates the effect of the 0 tera through

spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry.

In view of all that it is desirable to start with the ori-

ginal Lagrangian and evaluate some observable (at least in

principle) CP-odd effects directly. It is dust the aim of



tat present paper. We prov» that the # tern does imply
P and T violation, is QCD. It is essential that we can prove

the fact without going into details of how confinement worJcs.

We will present a computation of two matrix elements:

the vacuum expectation ralue

and the transition asolitude

where I*-*, , foj are the current quark masses,

^ « ^ ^ /(M^+ntj)
2
- cs 0.9 and ^ is the Ty^ decay

constant, 4* * 1 »
 M e V

«
-4Although the vacuum average <,0|'=г <^Л *»̂ t I

0
--*

not directly measurable, it can be extracted indirectly, he

will show that <Ol6}2T|o> Фо does imply the CP violasion

in physical transitions and estimate, say, the mixing of

the .channonium levels with IT = 0* and 3? = 0~ in terms of

<о\б£|С> . Only dispersion relations are used to translate

<0|<»ft |0> + 0 into a proof of CV violation in physical

effects.

Eqs«(4),(5) are more or less direct consequences of

the current algebra* The crucial point in their derivation

is the absence of the ninth light pseudoscalar meson. Let

UB recall the reader th»t naively the QCD bagrangian with

three light quarks possesses approximate U(?}aU(3) symmetry

which would imply nine(peeudo)golustone aesonsl?]. However,

the П
Г
 mase apparently does not vanish in the chiral limit.

We heavily use this observation, lit otherwise, the matrix



elements (4),(5) would vanish in the approximation conside-
rs)

red. Thus, if QpD resolves the so called U(l) problemLJ it

cannot resolve the 0 problem and vice versa.

Apart from demonstrating the very fact of P and 5? vio-

lation in the presence of the 6 term eqs.(A),(5) give the

scale of the CP-odd effects and can be used to bound the

value of 6 starting from experimental data. The ratio

£ Cfi §fi \o>/<o\ £ <&Gfi \o> rr -АЯО-* в

can serve as a measure of the CP violation. It'is worth

noting that the ratio (6) is of first order in small quark

masses, although it vanishes both in the limit Вц=О and

m
d
=0,

Since QPD is not self-protected against the CP violat-

ion induced by the & term the question arises whether it

is possible to kill it somehow. The celebrated solution is

the existence of nearly massless pseudoscalar particle* * °J

the so called axion. We will add a few comments on the pro-

perties of the axion. Namely, we will show that there is no

difficulty to introduce such a model that has practically

no observable consequences altough it ensures в
 e f

*=0.

Axion is sterile in this model, unlike the particle propo-

sed in the original papersl^J. тье model discussed here is

in a sense extreme and does not pretend to be & true one

but It is intended to demonstrate that a solution can depend

crucially on the structure of the theory at very short dis-

tances.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In sec.2

we derive eq.(4). In sec.3 we use this equation to estimate



the CB-odd nixing of the charaoniua levels in the presenoe

of the 6 term. The estimate of the 7"*21" decay is аДво

presented here. In sec.A we comment on the axion properties.

2. Taeutua Expectation Value

Fox simplicity we assume & <*• 1 • Then one oan

expand in 9 , and, in particular, in the first order

= f КФ (7)

where К i s the low-energy limit of the following two-point

function

( 8 )

She relation ariseв immediately, if e.g. one represents the

vacuum expectation value (?) in the fora of a functional

integral and expands the integrand in В .

Proceed now to evaluation of К and start with two

light quarks with masses a and ш
А
 • ) . Phe generalisation

u
to the case of three light quarks ia straightfomat and

essentially does not change the results.

fy re
gence of the isosinglet axial current I

10
J

operator fyj <*£ is related to the diver-

Aere

*) Hereafter we assume, if not stated to the contrary, that
the mass matrix has the standard fs free fora , -2Г «v .̂*,
with гчх>о . She mass matrix can always be reduced to this
form by performing the fc rotation and redefining the para-
meter 0 l e J t *



It i s convenient for this reason to introduce along with the

two-point function specified In eq.(8) the correlators

П^ (%) a n d **/>• fy)

(10 )

These correlators satisfy rather evident conditions

which assume that there are no massless physical states

coupled t"> Ct-
/
^ m In particular, there is no axion so far.

As for the pion, its mass is kept finite since we account

for small quark masses explicitly.

Integrating by parts transforms the amplitudes #/«#.//T̂ J

and (^ p [If. to the T products of the current divergen-

ces (9) plus the contact term. The latter is determined by

the equal-time commutator .

In this way we get

C12)



Moreover, for small quark masses one has:

* •

j!

(Рог a derivation see, e.g., the review paperl
 x
j ' .

Sliminating the extra correlator from eqs.(ll) гшй С-'-';

we get the following relation for К *

<o \т

3
о

The T product in the r.h.s. of eq.(13) is apparently
о

proportional to a"
 d
 while we are interested in terms line-

ar in the quark masses. This means that only such inter-

mediate states must be kept in the T product whose masses

sauared are proportional to п^ ̂ . It is crucial that there

is only one such state - the IT meson (with the quark con-

tent UU-- d a ). Let us remind the reader that s о far we

are working within the theory with two light quarks. The

mass of the singlet state ~ U'U- +dd does not

vanish in the limit #t
tt<
/-*0 . Otherwise we would have kept

its contribution as well (see below).

As for the pio~, its residue can be readily expressed

in terms of the УГ-ул-J decay constant J^
T
 and the

quark massest

Thus, eq.(13) gives



(15)

which is true in the linear in the quark masses approximat-

ion. Let us notice that for a^ = m^ eq.(15) was derived

first by CrewtherL
12
Jwithin a different context.

Substituting eq.(15) into eq.(7) we come to the announ-

ced result for <0|<»$ Ю > (see eq.(*)). Two remarks are now

in order concerning its derivation.

First we would like to elaborate the remark made above

on the close connection between the so called 17(1) problem

and the 6 -term effects» Indeed, forget for a moment that

the isoscalar axial-vector current is not conserved because

of the triangle anomaly *- J. Then for two nearly massless

quarks there would be two nearly massless elictrically neut-

ral pseudoscalar mesons called hereafter U and D, with the

quark content uu and 3d , respectively. (To avoid confusion,

experimentally there is only one such state, JT
O
«^ tttL-dd

and this is the essence of the U(l) problem*- J). Paralleliz-

ing our previous derivation we obtain» instead of eq.(15)

and the following current algebra results for the masses

and residues



Ccibbiniug thess relations isutftdiately gives fcO (at least

in the lineal- in я^ d approximation). Tbas, i f the U(l)

symmetry of the Laeraugian had not been fictitious the effect

of the & тепа cculd be eaten up by strong interactions.

Our second remark concerns with the generalisation of

eq.(15) to the case of three light quarks (u,d,s). ftrooeed-

ing in tiie затз way as above one с ernes to

Hote that in the limit ms,lm^,i s > ^ eq. (16) coincides

with eq.(15) up to terms of order JKK^/w5 which repre-.

sents negligible corrections. Chus, the accuracy of eq.(4)

i s evidently of order Mud/Ms *

To derive eq.(16) i t i s essential again to keep in

miî d that there i s no ninth light pseudoscalar meson. More-

over, for coniparable m^m^mg the diagonal states are not

proportional to (uu -dd) and (uu +Hd -2¥s) but are reduced

to linear combinations of (uu -d"d) and (uu + 3d - 2s*s).

5» Observable Effects Induced by the & Term

The result of the preceding section reduces to the

computation of <o|G$lo> . i t i s rsfcher evident that the

ratio
(s lit) G,*< Q/y, 1 0 > / < o ^ in) < p s / , |o>^ -0.025 $

characterizes the UP-odd effects induced by the © tern*).

•) To coapute the ratio we use eq. (4) for <S>\O*iin)<)>J!i <̂ .*,>|0>

and <о|(^Лг) G£,C,£I{O^o.OildtV'' which follows froa QCD
sum rules'- î •



-2

Suppression of the matrix element by the factor ~10

is due to the smallness of the quark masses. Indeed, <p\5Glo>

is proportional to mi: which is small in the scale of had-

ronic masses. Moreover, eq.(4) demonstrates explicitly that

<̂ Ô G(OJ> vanishes in the limit of either т
ц
=0 or m^=0. Thus,

eq. (4) agrees with the general theorem
1
- '^according to which

there is no CP violation in the presence of a massless quark»

It is amusing, however, that <o(QG io> is of

the first order in the quark masses and is not of order

m , as one would conclude from the fact that it vanishes
u,d

for ur or m. equal to zero. The appearance of the lirear in

nu
 d
 terms is due to the observed asymmetry of the spectrum

of the pceudoscalar mesons: isoscalar meson is much heavier

than it is required by the naive ,U(J.) symmetry c* the Ie.g-

rangian. Just at this point QCD deviates from the (2+1)

model mentioned in the Introduction. In the latter model

thez-c is no U(l) problem and the & termJLs fictitious

in the confining phase. In фЯ) the resolution of the U(l)

problem implies that the В term is actually operative.

Taking the ratio (6) as representative of the scale

of GP violation manifested ic. the electric dipole moment

of neutron one can estimate

(electric dipole moaent)/(magnetic moment of neutron)"'

-2.5.10'
2
 0 or $ < 10"

8
 .

To be completely convincing at thi* point w* must be atie

to convert the knowledge of the CP asymmetry of the vacuum

state into the reliable predictions for observable quanti-

ties, not simple estimates. We will compute the CP-odd

effecte in the n decays and in the mijing of the caarmo-

nium levels. Unfortunately, we cannot calculate the electric



dipole moment of neutron since it is difficult in this case

to account for strong interactions. But there seems nothing

special, say, In the Гг**Я" decay and we can take it as a

trial example. In this case we can handle strong interact-

ions more or lees accurately by means of the soft meson

tecnique.

let us start with the mixing oi the charmonium levels.

Our alos here is to translate the result for <o(<?<* (o)« into

the prediction for the mixing of the 0* and 0°* states of

charmonium. Introduce to this end the polarization operator

where с is the charmed quark.

If CP is conserved there is no physical state contri-

buting to the imaginary part of 3T(f5J and Tlfy) reduces

to a polynomial. On the other hand, it is a trivial matter

for us now to prove that JL ( q ) is not a polynomial. Con-

sider Tt(^)tar off the physical cut, i.e. H ' " ^ » *
1
,

where т
&
 is the charmed quark mass and u_ is a tvpical had-

ronic mass. Then ТС{9^) is calculable by meane of the so

called heavy quark expansion. The result is

where we neglect terms of higher order in m . The heavy

quark expansion used to derive eq. (18) is actually a direct;

generalization of the Wilson operator expansion. As for the

expansion coefficient, it is determined by the graph in

Fig.l.

II



The appropriate technique was elaborated in detail ia

Kefs.
 1 1
»*5

 ф
 д

а
 compared to the standard way of calculation,

there is a circumstance t.iat calls for a special care* The

point is that CuV £>w vanishes for gluons of equal mo-

menta* therefore, we cannot use usual perturbation theory

to extract the expansion coefficient. We used the external

field technique introduced in ЦЩ> by Schwinger t J . !Ehe ge-

neralization to the case of QCD was Bade by us in collabo-

ration with V.A.Novlkov'-
15
-'.

The representation for TT(fff) provided by QCD (see

eq.(18$ can be confronted with the general dispersion relat-

ion for the same quantity:

-
 i
 f

As was already mentioned the imaginary part here is due

to the mixing of levels with the opposite parity. If the

distance to the physical cut is moderate, say, «/«O,

it is natural to approximate the dispersion integral by

the contribution of two lowest-lying levels of charmonium:

pseudoscalar n
c
 and scalar ^(3.45). Similar approxi-

mation in other cases usually works wellL
1 1
], Referring the

reader for details to the paperL^Jwe give here only the

final result for the mixing parameter:

where we assume that иг- =3.0 GeV. Note that the result

i8 indeed close to the estimate (6).

It might worth emphasizing that the very fact of the

CP violation does not depend of course on approximating



the polarisation operator by two levels. Indeed, eq»(16)

shows that TC(QI') does not reduce to a polynomial and this

is enough for our purposes.

If we apply similar sum rules to currents constructed

from light quarks, the nonvanishing <P\QG l<>> would imply a

С - л airing which manifest itself, say, through rt-^lTT

decay* However, we can find the П-ч £ЗГ decay amplitude

in a more direct way without invoking the sum rule technique.

Indeed, using eq. (9) *e can represent the matrix element

of the И-^ЯЯ" decay in the form

She term ^.ey drops off as usual. As for tne rest of the

matrix element we would like to evaluate it in linear in

the quark mass approximation.

There is a close analogy with the case of correlator E

found in Sec.2 and we just sketch the derivation.

There are two kinds of graphs which contribute to the

matrix element considered, namely the contact and pole terms

(see Fig. 2a and 2b, respectively). The latter formally con-

tains Иц д, but actually due to the JT° propagator one

power of Дц
 d
 goes away. Both contributions are readily

found in the limit of vanishing IT and *) 4-momenta:

graph 2a

r
graph 2b



mj

Неге we accounted for the fact that the >£-»*+jr~ decay

proceeds in the S wave, the 7Г*Л~ wave function ie symmet-

ric aud therefore only the piece proportional to ("^+"4) is

operative in the vertices 2a while in the vertices 2b it is

the piece «* (Вц-ад)
 t n
a * works. Finally»

Ufa
Note that the result looks very similar to the expression

for ^oiGsrl©^found above.

The effect of the finite V? aass tends to increase

the matrix element. Introducing the &—0 mixing one can

estimate the correction of the first order in ftw' , it

reduces to the factor ^+'
и
*/Цу)М.51 Comparing the predic-

tion for the decay rate

f
with the experimental dataL Jure get a rather modest bound

© < 2.10"
5
 .

It might worth mentioning that A(ri-*2.J[) can be direct-

ly related to the £-> ЗЛ" amplitude known experimen-

tally. Indeed, the Я-» 3 X decay is due to the mass term

in the Lagrangian ̂ (n^-fn^ )(Su-dd). Using the PCAC hypothe-

sis to reduce one pion we come to the matrix element deter-

mining the П-» ЯЭГ decay in the presence of the В tenn.



Thus, we have demonstrated thai» the & term does lead

to observable effects. Confinement doe« not kill it?. We

must look for another explanation of natural parity conser-

vation in

4, Heavy Quarks and Азе ion

In fact, the problem of the & term cannot be solved

by QCD alone since it is intimately related to the origin

of the quark masses'- -land the mass generation is considered

to be a prerogative of weak interactions.

The interrelation between the quark sector and the

term is obvious. Thus, in a theory with a single quark

described by the Lagrangian

(19)

a $5- rotation of the quark field eliminates the JT
5
 mass

term but simultaneously changes the coefficient of QQ

piece of the gluon Lagrangian, 9-^^t/ -&+<*.. Thus, no matter

how*heavy the quark is it influences tLe б term.

The fact indicates that the whole problem is intimately

connected v/ith the structure of the theory at very short

distances, regularization and renoraalization program and

so on - the conclusion which is not surprising for those

who keep in mind the role of the triangle anomaly. To make

the point explicit let us consider a particular scheae. One

of .convinient ways of regul arization is to introduce the

Pauli-Villars regulator fields. In the case considered it

is sufficient to introduce a single regulator field E which

is described by a Lagrangian similar to (19) (just replace

q by E, /П, -> ,M̂  and Ы -> « ^ ). The metric of the

15



field i s opposite to the normal.

iy one assuEe3 that" °̂ Ц.~ ^ although there

is no apriors. reason, со make such an assumption, Indeed,

the 3 field can. regulate equally well at any Ĉ R . If

c^R 5̂0 then the effective value of 0 i s squ&l to

C 2 0 )

Since ^£/ is in principle directly observable (see above)

i t seems to be a unique example of how a laboratory experi-

ment caa shed ligiat on regulator properties. Alternatively,

oae can say that i t i s very suspicious.

A. few words on the derivation of eq. (20). Integrating

over the i'erraionic degrees of fxeedom oue obtains

I -tljfc&Ln

(21)

•>

where «0̂ , is the covariant derivative, ^ « ' J* if'fy

Moreover, the determine.nt can be rewritten identically as

I Z>

which demonstrates that the dependence on oi and о/в

enters only through the difference o(~ oi^ . The entire

dependence on c(~-oif^ i s concentrated now in the regulator

and can be calculated explicitly at Mĵ —boo . Thus we

coitte to the recipe (20). The sensitivity of ®еЛф- to the

regularization procedure displayed above emphasizes once

16



more the necessity of neutralising the & tern.

Since the whole problem of CP none conservation is "feorn

at short distances and depends on how to handle ultraviolet

divergences it is natural to resolve it by -coupling an axion.

only to heavy particles. The axion mechanism was discussed

in detail in the original papers of Weinberg and Wilczek L
9
J.

However, in these papers the axion is coupled to the ordi-

nary u,d,s quarks and is involved into the usual weak inter-

actions. Is a result, some predictions arise which do not

seen to be met by experimental data. To our mind, there

are no special reasons to include an axion into the Weinberg-

Salam model.

We would like to suggest an alternative realization.

It is constructed from a (very) heavy quark vzhich does not

participate in weak interactions at all and axion which is

(nearly) sterile with respect to usual hadrons.

Denote this hypothetical heavy quark by Ф and

introduce a complex scalar field *Pfa) . The

describing these fields is of the standard form

л

(22)

The T field develops nonvanishing vacuum expectation

value,

so that Lagrangian (22) describes a scalar state with the

mass /H'tfX and a pseudoscalar one - the axion - nfcose mass



vanishes in the classical approximation. The quark mass is

equal to A i£ and we take it large,^-»*». Since such a

quark is not observable, the only interesting Vhing is the

effective Lagraugian which governs the axion-gluon interact

ion. It is determined by the heavy quark loop and in this

approximation the effective Lagrangian is of thd form

(23)

where the axion field a(x) is related to the original field

T(X) in the following way

At this point we neglect quantum fluctuations of the modulus

of *f considering the mass of fee corresponding particle

to be large (these fluctuations describe the scalar partic-

le with the mass /Htf& mentioned above).

Is was argued first within the dilute instanton gas

approximation L'^Jthe interaction (2?) eliminates all CP-

odd effects. We give somewhat more general derivation of

the same effect in the Appendix. Clearly enough, interaction

(23) results in substitution of the parameter О by

&ttf(x) = В + &(Х)/%$Т аьй- *Ье vacuuE expectation value

of Л>(х) can be seen to cancel the original 9 . iterat-

ing interaction (23) one can evaluate also the axion mass

(see the Appendix)*

лг* -

18



The above formula for the azion mass coincides in i t s essen-

ce with the Weinberg's result I?Jexcept for one point. Hie.

vacuum expectation value of the Ф field, у o > ia our approach

is a free parameter while ia the Waiaberg-Jttlczek model i t

i s related to the Fermi constant 6. •

If io becomes arbitrarily large the axion interaction

sith normal hadrons vanishes. (The bame i s true for i t s mass).

Hew quark also becomes unobservable. This theoretical phan-

tom s t i l l restores the natural P and T invariance of qCD.

Although the model discussed i s evidently a toy one, one

might hope that something of the kind happens in unified

theories.

She authors are grateful to A.A.Ansela, V.H.Sribov,

Y.A.Novikov and A.M.Polyakov for valuable discussions.



In this appendix we present in brief a computation of

the axion field expectation value and the axion aeee (see

вес.4).

The Lagrangian describing the axion field and its inter-

action with gluons пав the form

where we neglected texms of higher order in \P
O
 and M "

(for definitions see sec.4).

To determine the vacuum expectation value and the аавв

of the Л field we need to integrate, over the glnon fields

and find the effective Lagrangian for the' Л field gover-

ing its interactions at momenta ouch lower than the hadro-

nic masses:

w ^ a.2)

Note that the axion field Л(ж) enters «£*&(&) only

through the combination 0<yx (X.) e Q

The f irs t terms of expansion of eC ** in this combi-

nation are readily obtained

where correlator К i s defined ineq.(8) (see sec.2). From

eq. (A.3) we conclude that the 6L field actually develops

20



an expectation value and I t i s adjusted automatically in

such a way that 9 •* <&>/9!,$Jl -0 where CA> i s the

vacuum expectation value. As a resul t , there are no P- and

T-noninvariant effects le f t since they are jus t proportio-

nal to the same &+ £.(*->/& \Г£ . Moreover, eq. (24) for

the axion mass follows immediately from the low energy theo-

rem derived for К (see eq.(15)).

21



QUAKK OLUOJf

Fig.l. Иге diagraae for the coefficient of <O\(̂ Cf\O>

in the two-point function (17).

(a)

Fig.a. The й-е>Т*Л" amplitude to the leading (linear)

in the gua?k вам apprcoc Jaation.

гг
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